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DISCLAIMER: The information on this page and on this
EBOOK has not been evaluated by the FDA. We do not
diagnose, treat, cure or prevent illness or disease instead, we try to help people learn how to do so
themselves. Anyone who believes they have a serious
medical condition or health issue should seek diagnoses
from a qualified medical professional before making any
decisions on how to best address their health.
Furthermore, anyone contemplating using any products or
information on this website must accept such use as
experimental and voluntary. No claims are made regarding
the therapeutic use of the products or information on this
website and all products featured or sold on this website
must be considered nutritional supplements only. -

DEDICATION: I dedicate this eBook to all those suffering with
what they thought was incurable disease. There is no such
thing as an incurable disease. There is only hope in the one
and only God.

ARE YOU IN AN EMERGENCY SITUATION? SIGN UP ASAP
FOR MY EMERGENCY SERVICE.

INTRODUCTION
I still can’t believe that I did this so quickly. I am a cancer
expert and I know the ins and outs of treatment, but I was
faced with a difficult situation. I had to cure a cancer that
runs in my family, stage 4 and beat the odds.
All the research shows that it is an incurable disease, but it
never dawned on me that I would fail. My task was not to
show the world I did it again, it was to live and live well.
I knew the cure was there as Allah has promised that with
every disease he sends down, he also sends a cure.
There was no time to wait. I had to work fast and not
make any mistakes.
So from day 1 I was fasting and I created such an unusual
fasting schedule. This schedule is not any like you have
seen before. It is not easy to do but it works well.
I mean even today I can’t believe I feel so good. I was
met with so many obstacles along the way like swollen
lymph nodes after curing the cancer, but that too was a
piece of cake.
Allah was so generous to me.
You will learn how this miraculous cure included black
cumin, fasting, supplements, lots of faith and prayer and
the help of my previous researchers who guided me on
the right path.
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In this section I will explain how potent
black seeds and its oils are and why it is a
must in all protocols. Black seed oil is part
of the protocol, not the entirety.

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO THE
MIRACULOUS BENEFITS OF BLACK
CUMIN SEED OIL
REVIEWED BY DR. NITA SHARMA DAS, PHD, ND, PHDHM, B
PHARM. on August 17, 2021
Written by ANDREW VON BUTZ, Natural Health Writer
EVIDENCE BASED

At first glance, you might mistake it for an ordinary English
buttercup because of its similar appearance., but the Nigella
sativa plant–which is actually the buttercup's more colorfully
diverse, healing cousin–remains one of the best kept botanical
secrets of the Middle East that, chances are, is completely
missing from your diet and lifestyle.
Locked inside every flowering center of this attractive blooming
annual are precious seeds bearing a nutritive oil so amazing that
more than 1,000 peer-reviewed studies (and counting!) have
contributed to the revelatory tapestry of what we now know to be
its virtually limitless therapeutic potential (as per search result
found in PubMed by using the search term nigella
sativa, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=nigella+s
ativa)
This cherished elixir is commonly referred to as black cumin oil–or
what you might refer to as the "lifeblood" of nigella sativa seeds.

When the flower pods in which these seeds live reach their full
maturity and open up, the initial pale color they reveal quickly
darkens into a uniquely iconic shade of black.
This is right about the time when nigella sativa seeds are ready to
be harvested and pressed, releasing what you'll soon find out is
one of the most powerfully restorative functional foods on the
planet–and one that many people, especially in the West, have
yet to even discover.

Black cumin oil: a historical treasure
Hailing from the Ranunculaceae family of plants, Nigella
sativa bears a rich history of use in ancient medicinal systems
including Tibetan, Unani, Siddha and Ayurveda. [1] . Its popularity
spans a multitude of cultures, religious systems, and eras, with
historical records showing that both the seeds and the oil of the
precious plant have long been prized items in the Arab trade.
Because of their many miraculous properties, these botanical
treasures have made their way far beyond the borders of
countries like Iran and Turkey where Nigella sativa grows
natively, and into whole new continents like Asia, Africa, and
Europe–and perhaps most recently, North America. [2]
The earliest known literary reference to Nigella sativa just so
happens to be in the Old Testament book of Isaiah, where it is
referred to in the Hebrew tongue as "ketzah." The ancients of
this early Biblical epoch are noted as having baked black cumin
oil into various bread and cakes in order to procure these foods
with its unique flavor and healing profile.
In Isaiah 28:25,27, this biblical prophet contrasts the process of
harvesting Nigella sativa seeds to that of traditional wheat,
explaining how rather than being threshed like typical grains,
the seeds of Nigella sativa were instead beaten out of the plant

using a stick or rod. [3]
In the Islamic tradition, the prophet Muhammed is credited as
having defined black cumin oil as a miraculous healing panacea
that he believed is fully capable of curing almost any ailment.
Religious records indicate that he gave specific instruction to his
followers to "hold on to the use of the black seed (black seed
being another common name for black cumin), for indeed it has
a remedy for every disease except death." [4]
Though neither religion had the scientific wherewithal at the
time to support such claims the way we do now, these ancients
recognized from the common cultural and religious uses of
black cumin oil that the substance is, indeed, something quite
special.
And it was only a matter of time before black cumin oil
eventually made its way into Assyrian herbal literature and other
early medical publications, only to continue from there earning a
formidable reputation as one of the world's most distinctive
"super foods."
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HOW TO LOCATE SAMANTHA DAVIS
SUBSCRIBE TO MY CHANNEL:
http://www.youtube.com/c/BSEIMPORTSEXPORTS
NIGELLA SATIVA WEBSITE:
https://www.nigellasativacenter.com
To see proper dosage check out
http://www.nigellasativacenter.com

My highly recommended black seeds are Kevala seeds:
http://amzn.to/2xsqHly
Krupps Coffee Grinder: http://amzn.to/2gm2NTl
My You Tube Video on Dosage:
https://youtu.be/qoHLOeX86PE
Follow me on Twitter - https://twitter.com/blackcuminpower.
Follow me on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/groups/NIGELLASATIVA1/
Do you need consultation Help?
https://www.nigellasativacenter.com/consultationservices.html
Black Seed Oils I Suggest - Visit my store for black seed oil :
https://www.nigellasativacenter.com/store.html
IHERB KEVALA BLACK SEEDS https://www.iherb.com/pr/Kevala-Organic-Black-CuminSeeds-Raw-16-oz-454-g/59944/?rcode=PKC078
SUBSCRIBE TO MY CHANNEL:
http://www.youtube.com/c/BSEIMPORTSEXPORTS
NIGELLA SATIVA WEBSITE:
https://www.nigellasativacenter.com
DONATIONS - HELP OUR HOMELESS SHELTER https://www.theperfecthealing.com/donations.html

